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Presentation Notes
Hello everyone, I’m Jonghwa Kim, from Dankook University in Korea.I’m happy to have chance to present my paper,titled “Deduplication in SSDs: Model and Quantitative Analysis”.
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Contents 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the outline of my talk.After a brief introduction,I will describe the deduplication overview, architecture and cost-benefit model in SSD.Then, I will present three acceleration techniques and their experimental results.Finally, I will conclude my talk.



 Deduplication 
• Remove duplicate writes 
• Reduce storage utilization 
• Improve I/O performance 

 
 Additional Benefits of Deduplication in SSD  

• Improve garbage collection overhead (especially highly utilized 
cases) 

• Enhance lifetime by reducing WAF (Write Amplification Factor) 
• Eliminate mapping overhead for deduplication using FTL 

 
 Issues 

• Deduplication Overhead 
• How much is the deduplication overhead in SSD, especially 

considering the limited resources of SSD? 
• Duplication Rate 

• Are there enough duplicate data for obtaining performance gain in 
SSD workloads? 
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Introduction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure shows the concept of deduplication.It can remove duplicated writes, which enables to reduce storage utilization and improve I/O performance.Therefore, many archival storage and servers make use of deduplication.In this paper, we find out that there are 3 additional benefits in SSD.The first one is that it can improve the garbage collection overhead by reducing storage utilization.Second, it can give a potential to enhance the lifetime of SSD by decreasing WAF. Third, the mapping overhead can be eliminated by utilizing FTL.However, there are two issues about deduplication in SSD.One is deduplication overhead and the other is deduplication ratio.To be specific, we have two questions.How much is the deduplication overhead in SSD, especially considering the limited resources of SSDandAre there enough duplicate data for obtaining performance gain in SSD workloads?Answering these two questions are the goal of this paper. 



 SSD overview 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Main Components of SSD 
• SATA host interface 
• SSD controller 
• An array of flash chips. 

• Characteristics of Flash Memory  
• Erase-before-write 
• Limited number of program/erase cycles. 

• FTL (Flash Translation Layer) 
• Out-of-place update and wear-leveling mechanism 
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Architecture for Deduplication 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide presents the internal structure of SSDs.There are 3 main components in SSD: SATA host interface, SSD controller and an array of flash chips.Flash memory has several unique characteristics such as Erase-before-write and Limited number of program/erase cycles. To handle these characteristics, SSDs employ a software layer, called FTL, that provides the out-of-place update and wear-leveling mechanism.In the FTL, we design a new deduplication layer as shown in this figure.



 Internals of Deduplication Layer 
 
 
 
 
 

• Fingerprint Generator 
• Fixed chucking vs. Variable chucking  Fixed chucking (4KB) 
• Diverse cryptographic hash functions   SHA-1 

• generate a 160-bit hash value from 4KB data 
• Fingerprint Manager 

• # of fingerprints: Full vs. Partial  Partial (Recent X fingerprints 
with LRU) 

• Mapping Manager 
• Make use of the mapping table of FTL (page-level mapping) 
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Architecture for Deduplication 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure illustrates the internal structures of deduplication layer.It consists of three components, fingerprint generator, fingerprint manager, and mapping manager.The fingerprint generator creates a hash value, called fingerprint, which summarizes the content of written data. The fingerprint manager manipulates generated fingerprints and conducts fingerprint lookups for detecting deduplication. and the mapping manager deals with the physical locations of duplicate data.In this study, we use fixed chunking and SHA-1 hash function for the fingerprint generator,recency based partial number of fingerprint managements for the Fingerprint manager,and page-level FTL mapping table for the mapping manager. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK, now let’s take an example and discuss the interactions among the Fingerprint generator, Fingerprint manager and Mapping manager. Assume that a write request, denoted as 10 and A, is arrived.Here(애니), 10 represents the logical block number and A represents the content of the write request. At first, the fingerprint generator creates a fingerprint using SHA-1, generating a 160-bit hash value from 4KB data, denoted A prime here(애니) in this figure. Then, the A prime is passed into the fingerprint manager to find out whether it is duplicated or not.If it is not duplicated, the write request is written into flash Memory.After Flash programming, FTL map is updated and the new generated fingerprint is inserted into the Fingerprint manager. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, let’s assume that another write request, denoted [11, B], is arrived. In this case, duplication is not detected,and Flash writing, FTL map updating and fingerprint inserting are conducted again.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, assume that the third write request, denoted [12, A], is arrived. In this case, duplication is detected, as shown in this smile face,and only FTL map updating is conducted without actually writing the request into Flash memory.Comparing with the previous slide, duplicate data is handled with much light overhead.  



 Question 
• How much duplication rate is required to obtain performance 

gain in SSD?  
 

 Cost-benefit Analysis 
• Write latency 
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Deduplication Model 

Writelatency Write latency (elapsed time to handle a 
write request) 

FMprogram Programming time on Flash memory  

MAPmanage Mapping table update time FPgenerator Fingerprint generation time 

FPmanage Lookup time in the Fingerprint manager Duprate Duplication Rate (Ratio between the 
duplicate data and total written data) 

Without deduplication With deduplication 

Terminology 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Until now, we have discussed the deduplication architecture proposed in this paper.Now, let’s turn our focus into deduplication model. The question is simple.How much duplication rate is required to obtain performance gain in SSD? To answer this question, we conduct a cost-benefit analysis.When we do not apply deduplication, the write latency, that is the elapsed time to handle a write request,can be expressed as the equation 1), where FMprogram is the programming time on Flash memory/ and MAPmanage is the Mapping table updating time.On the other hand, when we apply deduplication, the write latency can be expressed like the equation 2).The equation 2) consists of two terms, the first term, here(애니), corresponds to the duplicate write /while the second term, here(애니), corresponds to the non-duplicate write. Specifically, when a write is duplicated, it pays the FP generator, FP manage and Map manage overheads.Otherwise, when a write is not duplicated it pays the additional FM program overhead.



 To yield the performance gain 
• Equation 2) < Equation 1) 
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Deduplication Model 

…
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the previous two equations, we can quantify the condition that deduplication can yield the performance gain.Strictly speaking, if the equation 2) is smaller than the equation 1), we can obtain the performance gain by applying deduplication in SSD.And, by expanding these formulae, we can derive the equations 3).The equation 3) implies that when the duplication rate is larger than the ratio of the deduplication overhead to the flash memory programming overhead, we can enhance the write latency in SSDs through deduplication.
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Deduplication Model 

 Graph  notation 
• X-axis: Deduplication overhead (FPgenerator + FPmanage ), Y-axis: Duplication rate. 
• Each line: Flash memory programming time (200, 800, 1300 and 2500 us, respectively). 
• Area above the line: where we can obtain performance gain using deduplication. 

 

  Implication 
• The minimum duplication rate decreases as the deduplication overhead decreases or as 

the program time becomes longer. 
• Workloads with the higher duplication rate can yield larger deduplication benefit. 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To discuss the equation 3) more intuitively, we draw this figure from the equation 3).In the figure, x-axis is deduplication overhead, that is the sum of FPgenerator and FPmanage,while y-axis is the duplication rate.  And each line represents the Flash memory programming time, 200, 800, 1300 and 2500us, respectively.Finally, the area above the line is where we can obtain the performance gain using deduplication In other words, the line is the minimum duplication rate for gaining performance benefits.  From this figure, we can observe that the minimum duplication rate decreases as the deduplication overhead decreases or as the program time becomes longer.It implies that as the deduplication overhead decreases, so does the minimum duplication rate.Also, it suggests that when the Flash memory become slower, the benefit of deduplication become larger.Finally, it indicates that a workload with the higher duplication rate can yield larger deduplication benefit.



 Lesson from the deduplication model 
• Higher duplication rate, longer programming time, and lower 

deduplication overhead can give positive impacts on performance 
• The duplication rate is determined by the characteristics of 

workloads 
• The programming time is given by the specification of Flash 

memory 
• The key point is how to reduce the deduplication overhead 

(FPgenerator, FPmanage, and MAPmanage) 
 

 Three Acceleration Techniques 
• SHA-1 Hardware logic (H/W approach) 
• Sampling based Filtering (S/W approach) 
• Recency based fingerprint management (S/W approach) 
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Deduplication Overhead and 
Acceleration Techniques 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Until now, we have discussed the deduplication model.We have discovered that higher duplication rate, longer programming time, and lower deduplication overhead can give positive impacts on performance.Note that the duplication rate is determined by the characteristics of workloads while the programming time is given by the feature of Flash memory.Hence, under the given duplication rate and programming time, to obtain the performance gain, we need to reduce the deduplication overhead.In this study, we mainly focus on the improvement of fingerprint generation and fingerprint management overhead,and propose three acceleration techniques, namely, SHA-1 Hardware logic, Sampling based Filtering, and Recency based fingerprint management.



 Hardware acceleration technique 
• Xilinx Virtex6 XC6VLX240T FPGA 
• Verilog HDL 2001 for RTL coding 

 

 Components 
• Main Controller 

• Govern the logic on the whole 

• DIO Controller 
• Data I/O Control unit  
• interfacing the logic with CPU. 

• 4KB Dual Port BRAM 
• Storing 4KB data temporary. 

• SHA-1 Calculator 
• Generating fingerprints using the standard SHA-1 algorithm. 

• Hash Comparator 
• Examines two fingerprints and returns whether they are same or not. 
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SHA-1 hardware logic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the SHA-1 hardware logic, designed in this paper to enhance the FP generation overhead.It is a kind of hardware acceleration technique, implemented in Xilinx Virtex6 FPGA board using Verilog HDL 2001 for RTL coding. It consists of five modulesthe main controller that governs the logic on the whole, DIO controller for interfacing the logic with CPU,Dual Port BRAM for storing 4KB data temporary, SHA-1 Calculator for generating fingerprints using the standard SHA-1 algorithm, and hash comparator that examines two fingerprints and returns whether they are the same or not. 



 Measurement of fingerprint generation overhead 
• Software version of the standard SHA-1 algorithm 

• 150MHz Xilinx  Microblaze, 175MHz ARM7, 400MHz ARM9 
• 6212, 5772, 813 us per each SHA-1 calculation, respectively 

• SHA-1 hardware logic 
• 80 us on average 
• The deduplication model indicates that, when the programming time is 1300, 

we can expect the improvement of write latency with the minimum 
duplication rate of 5%. 
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SHA-1 hardware logic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure presents the overhead of the SHA-1 hardware logic. For comparison purpose, we also have implemented the software version of the standard SHA-1 algorithm on 150MHz Xilinx Microblaze, 175MHz ARM 7, and 400MHz ARM 9 CPUs.The measurement results show that the SHA-1 hardware logic takes 80 micro second on average. Our deduplication model indicates that, when the Flash programming time is 1300, we can expect the improvement of write latency when the minimum duplication rate is larger than 5%.On the contrary, the software based implementation takes too long to expect performance gain.Specifically, it takes roughly 6200, 5700, and 810, which requires more than 70% even for the ARM9 CPU.To overcome this problem, we also design a software base acceleration technique, which will be explained in the next slide. (종화야, 이 그림의 y축 데이터, 각 bar 위의 데이터 등이 깨졌군. 확인 후 고치시길…) 



 Software acceleration technique 
• Selectively applies deduplication for write requests according to their duplicate 

possibilities 

 IRG (Inter Referencing Gap) 
• Time difference between successive duplicate writes 
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Sampling-based Filtering  

 Red Group 
• most of the IRGs of duplicate 

writes are less than 500 

 Black Group 
• more than 60% of IRGs are less 

than 4,000 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows our second acceleration technique, called the sampling-based filtering.It is a kind of a software acceleration technique, that selectively applies deduplication for write requests according to their duplicate possibilities.The technique is motivated by our observation, depicted in this figure.In this figure, x-axis is the IRG, the time difference between successive duplicate writes,while y-axis is the cumulative fraction of writes related to the IRG.And each line corresponds nine applications such as Windows install, office work, web surfing and so on.In the figure, we can categorize the applications into two groups. The first group is denoted as Red Line, where most of the IRGs of duplicate writes are less than 500. The second group is denoted as Black line. Even in this group, more than 60% of IRGs are less than 4,000.This observation means that most of the duplicate writes are within a short time interval, less than 500 or 4000. 
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 Exploit write buffer in SSD 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure demonstrates how the sampling-based filtering works. It makes use of the write buffer in SSD.In general, SSD utilizes some DRAM space as the write buffer, temporary holding write requests to exploiting caching and I/O scheduling effects. For instance, our experimental platform, that is the OpenSSD platform, has 32MB write buffer, where 8000 numbers of 4KB pending write requests can be kept at maximum.Our IRG observation indicates that most of all duplicate writes can be detected in the write buffer. 
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 Sampling 
• extract sample data from a 

randomly selected offset.  
 Bucketing 

• classify write requests into 
buckets using sampled data 
as a hash index 

 Filtering 
• apply deduplication only to 

the write requests in the 
buckets  that have multiple 
requests 

 Algorithm: Three steps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The sampling-based filtering technique consists of three steps, sampling, bucketing, and filtering.In the sampling step, it extracts some size of data from a randomly selected offset. In this paper, we extract 20 bytes as a sample data from the 1000 offset of a 4KB write request.We also experiment with 아other sampling size and offset, and get similar results. In the bucketing step, a write request is classified into buckets using sample data as a hash index.Write requests with the same sample are grouped into the same bucket.Finally, in the filtering step, the technique decides whether it applies deduplication to a write request or not, when a write request leaves from the write buffer.A bucket can be divided into two types, one is single type that has only one request and the other is multiple type that has more than one request. The technique applies deduplication to the write requests in the multiple buckets while does not for the single buckets. (We expect that the technique can reduce the fingerprint generation overhead greatly by filtering out non-duplicate writes while supporting a comparable duplication rate. 안 해도 될 듯…)



 To reduce FP manager overhead 
• The characteristics of SSD workloads with a viewpoint of the LRU stack 

• Strong temporal locality 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Maintains recently generated fingerprints only, rather than managing 
all generated fingerprints 

Recency-based Fingerprint 
Management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our third acceleration technique is the recency-based fingerprint management to reduce the FP manager overhead. This technique is motivated the observation, presented in this figure.This Figure shows the duplication rate under different LRU stack sizes for the nine SSD applications. It shows that SSD workloads have a strong temporal locality.Especially, for the Linux install, kernel compile, outlook and wayback workload, we can detect most of all duplicate data using the LRU stack size of 64. For other workloads, we can obtain a duplication rate as compared with the full fingerprints management case, when the stack size is larger than 2048.This observation leads us to devise the recency-based fingerprint management technique that maintains recently generated fingerprints only, rather than managing all generated fingerprints.



 Using Three Boards 
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Experimental Environments 

  OpenSSD EZ-X5 Xilinx Vertex 6 

CPU ARM7 ARM9 Microblaze 

Clock 175MHz 400MHz 150MHz 

SRAM 96KB None None 

DRAM 64MB 64 MB 256MB 

Flash 128GB 64 MB 16GB~ 

Purpose Main experimental 
platform 

For testing the Sampling-base
d filtering experiments 

For testing the SHA-1 hard
ware logic experiments 

OpenSSD Xilinx Vertex 6 EZ-X5 

Hardware configuration  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The proposed deduplication architecture and three acceleration techniques are evaluated using the following three embedded boards, OpenSSD, EZ-X5, and Xilinx board. This table shows the hardware configuration of the three boards.Main experiments are conducted on the OpenSSD board.The EZ-X5 is used for testing the Sampling-based filtering experiments while the Xilinx board is used for evaluating the SHA-1 hardware logic.  



 9 applications are used for the experiments 

Experimental Environments 

 Name Description Total written data size 

Windows install Install Microsoft windows XP professional 
edition 1.6GB 

Linux install Install Ubuntu 10.10 2.9GB 

Kernel compile Compile the Linux kernel version 2.6.32 805MB 

Xen compile Compile the Xen version 4.1.1 634MB 

Office work Perform Microsoft Office applications  
(word and power point) 132MB 

Outlook sync Synchronize Gmail accounts 3.9GB 

HTTrack Download the contents of Dankook 
university web site 121MB 

SVN Using revisions of  VirtualBox sources 2.8GB 

Wayback machine Download archived pages, composed of 
the first page of the Yahoo! Web site  148MB 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide presents the 9 applications used for the experiments.[[[[[We choose these applications such as Windows install, kernel compile, office work and so on, as the representative workloads for SSD.Descriptions of each application and the total write size are also summarized in this slide and paper.]]]]]



 Duplication Rate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

• ranging from 5% to 52% with an average of 17% 
• Among the nine workloads, we can achieve the same duplication rate for 

each run from the windows install, Linux install, kernel compile and Xen 
compile workloads. 

• The duplication rate of the office work, HTTrack and outlook workloads 
depends on the user behavior and contents of a site/mail server. 

• The wayback machine shows the best duplication rate since it writes not only 
the modified data but also the unchanged data altogether for archiving. 

• The SVN saves modified data only in each revision  
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Experimental Results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our first experimental result is the duplication rate.As you can see from this figure, the duplication rate of the nine workloads are ranging from 5% to 52% with an average of 17%.We think that these values are quite large, giving enough room to obtain performance gain.============================================[[[[Descriptions of each application deduplication ratio are summarized in this paper more detail.]]]]]Among the nine workloads, we can achieve the same duplication rate for each run from the windows install, Linux install, kernel compile and Xen compile workloads, since duplicate data are intrinsic in these workloads. On the contrary, the duplication rate of the office workload varies according to user behaviors.Also, the duplication rate of the HTTrack and outlook workloads depends on the contents of a WWW site and mail server. The wayback machine shows the best duplication rate since it writes not only the modified data but also the unchanged data altogether for archiving. On the other hand, SVN saves modified data only in each revision, resulting in a relatively low duplication rate.



 Write latency  
• Experimental condition:  

• Use the SHA-1 hardware logic and recency-based FP management 
• Garbage collection is not invoked.  (set utilization as 0% before 

experiments) 

 
 
 

 

 
• Observation 

• By applying deduplication, we can improve the write latency by up 
to 48% with an average of 15%. 

• Application with higher duplication rate yields larger benefit 
• The improvements are owing to the elimination of duplicate writes 

Experimental Results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the average write latency for the nine workloads.We use the SHA-1 hardware logic and the garbage collection is not invoked in this experiment. From this figure, we can observe that, by applying deduplication, we can improve the write latency by up to 48% with an average of 15%.As you can see, an application with higher duplication rate, such as Wayback and Office work, yields larger benefits.  These improvements are owing to the elimination of duplicate writes.Also the results reveal that our proposed SHA-1 hardware logic and recency-based fingerprint management are work quite effectively. 



 Write latency 
• Experimental condition: 

• Use the SHA-1 hardware logic and recency-based FP management 
• Garbage collection is  invoked during application execution (set 

utilization as 90% before experiments) 

 
 
 
 
 

• Observation 
• We can improve the write latency by up to 51% with an average of 

27%. 
• When the garbage collection is involved, we can get larger 

performance gain since deduplication can not only eliminate  
duplicate writes but also reduce the garbage collection overhead.  

Experimental Results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure shows the average write latency when the garbage collection is invoked during application execution.Note that the figure in the previous slide is the results when the Garbage Collection is not invoked. (이전 슬라이드로 이동 후 다시 돌아오면 좋을 듯..)Compare with the previous results, we can observe that, when the Garbage Collection is involved, we can get larger performance gain since deduplication can not only eliminate  duplicate writes but also reduce the garbage collection overhead.  In other words, deduplication can enhance the storage utilization, which in turn decreases the number of page copies during the Garbage Collection.



 Duplication rate and write latency 
• Experimental condition: 

• Use the Sampling-based filtering and recency-based FP management 
• Garbage collection is  invoked during application execution (set 

utilization as 80% before experiments) 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
• Observation 

• Achieving comparable duplication rate to the full FP generation  
• Obtain performance gain without SHA-1 hardware logic 

Experimental Results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the effect of our proposed sampling-based filtering technique.In this experiment, we use the sampling based filtering, instead of the SHA-1 hardware logic.As I already mentioned this technique applies deduplication selectively. This figure is the duplication rate and the average write latency for the nine workloads.As you can see from this figure, the sampling based filtering can achieve the comparable duplication rate to the full FP generation. Note that the sampling based filtering applies deduplication selectively so that it can reduce the FP generation overhead.As the results, it can enhance the write latency as shown in the second figure, even without using the SHA-1 hardware logic. 



 Reliability: WAF and Lifespan 
• WAF: Write Amplification Factor 

• Ratio of data actually written into Flash to data requested by the host  
• Deduplication reduce WAF by reducing both write traffic and GC overhead 

• Lifespan 
• Reduction of WAF can lead to enhance the lifetime of SSD 
• From Imation paper (www.csee.umbc.edu/~squire/images/ssd1.pdf) 
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Experimental Results 

Write Amplification Factor  Expected lifespan 

WAF 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Until now, we have discussed the performance aspects of deduplication.Now, let’s turn our focus into reliability issues.Deduplication can reduce not only write traffic to Flash memory but also the number of copied pages during the garbage collection.Hence, it can decrease WAF, Write Amplification Factor, especially under the high utilization condition.As you can see from this figure, we can reduce WAF by up to 5 times by using deduplication.The reduction of WAF can lead to enhance the lifespan of SSD.We adopt this equation from the Imation paperand plot the expected lifespan of SSD when we apply deduplication, as shown here.The results show that deduplication can expand the lifespan up to 4.1 times with an average of 2.4 times, compared with the no deduplication results. 



 Deduplication architecture for SSD 
• FP generator, FP manager, MAP manager 

 Deduplication model 
• Minimum duplication rate for performance gain under 

various deduplication overhead and programming time 
 Three acceleration Techniques 

• SHA-1 hardware logic 
• Sampling-based filtering 
• Recency-based fingerprint management 

 Experimental results  
• Deduplication is an effective solution for improving the 

write latency and lifespan of SSDs. 

Conclusions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK, In this paper, we design a new deduplication architecture, consisting of fingerprint generator, fingerprint manager and MAP manager.Then, we discuss the deduplication model, that suggests the minimum duplication rate for obtaining performance gain under various deduplication overhead and programming timeAlso, we propose three acceleration techniques called SHA-1 hardware logic, Sampling-based filtering and Recency-based fingerprint management.Finally, we conduct several experiments showing that deduplication is an effective solution for improving the write latency and lifespan of SSDs.



 Question or Suggestion  
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Discussion  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now it is time for question. Thank you for your attention.
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